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TAG with UC 

 

(Language Assistantship Program for Master Students at UC) 

TAG with UC is a Language Assistantship Program which requires 12 hours per 

week of English conversation classes in a public high school in the city of 

Santander, and offers a monthly stipend of €700 gross. High school classes will 

take place in the morning, and the students will be monitored by an 

experienced English teacher, who will guide them in the organization and 

implementation of classes. Students can perform their duties as language 

assistants during three different periods: the whole academic year (Oct 1-

May 31), the Fall term (Oct 1-Jan 31), or the Spring term (Feb 1-May 31). 

REQUIREMENTS  

APPLICATION 

 

The “TAG with UC” program can be combined with a UC Master’s 

Degree, most of which are taught in the afternoon. You will need to 

apply for admission in the Master program first. You can find the 

instructions to apply here. Please bear in mind that you will need to have 

your Bachelor’s degree translated and internationally legalized in order to be 

admitted to a Master program in Spain. You can check the tuition fees here and here. In general 

the total cost of a Master program (60 ECTS credits, normally done in one year) oscillates 

between €1,600 (Humanities and Social Sciences) and €2,800 (Engineering and Health Sciences). 

You could also consider registering part-time for the Master program and do it in two years or 

one year and a half. This is the complete list of our programs: 

https://web.unican.es/estudios/estudios-de-master-oficial  

And these are some Master programs thematically linked to the TAG with UC program:  

- Master in Second Language Learning and Teaching (taught in English) 

- Máster Universitario en Investigación e Innovación en Contextos Educativos 

- Máster Universitario en Formación del Profesorado de Educación Secundaria 

Another possibility you might consider is registering for a Master program at one of our partner 

universities, finding equivalent courses between both Master’s degrees and coming to Cantabria 

as an exchange student. In that case, you would need to follow the general procedure for 

exchange students: http://web.unican.es/en/Studying/admission/application-online, and apply 

for the “TAG with UC” program as an exchange student: 

http://web.unican.es/en/Studying/Documents/TAG%20with%20UC.pdf. 
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https://web.unican.es/consejo-direccion/vcinternacionalizacion/Documents/Requirements_TAG%20with%20U1.pdf
https://web.unican.es/consejo-direccion/vcinternacionalizacion/Documents/Application_TAG%20with%20UC.pdf
https://web.unican.es/admision/acceso-a-estudios-de-master-oficial/admision-extraordinaria-estudiantes-sistemas-educativos-extranjeros
https://web.unican.es/admision/acceso-a-estudios-de-master-oficial/matricula
https://web.unican.es/admision/precios-por-servicios-academicos
https://web.unican.es/estudios/estudios-de-master-oficial
http://web.unican.es/estudios/detalle-estudio?p=165&a=2016
https://web.unican.es/estudios/detalle-estudio?p=104&a=2017
https://web.unican.es/estudios/detalle-estudio?p=75&a=2017
http://web.unican.es/en/Studying/admission/application-online
http://web.unican.es/en/Studying/Documents/TAG%20with%20UC.pdf

